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the title 'On the sequence entropy of transformations 
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SUMMARY iii
Thi3 thesis presents sone results on sequence entropy 
and g-neasures.
Chapter I is concerned with the sequence entropy h¿(T) 
of transformations with quasi-discrete spectrum. In [lo], it 
was shown that T has discrete spectrum if and only if h^(T) 
is zero for all sequences A. This prompts the question: If T 
has quasi-discrete spectrum but not discrete spectrum, for 
which sequences is h^(T) positive? Y/e first consider this 
problem for affine transformations on the torus and calculate 
the sequence entropies for certain types of sequence. In the 
general case, we obtain sufficient conditions on the sequence 
for zero and non-zero sequence entropy. With a suitable 
restriction imposed on the sequence, we get a necessary and 
sufficient condition for zero sequence entropy. Next, we 
determine a class of sequences for which h;t(T) is infinite 
whenever T has qTia3i-discrete spectrum but not discrete 
spectrum and a larger class for which hA(T) is infinite 
whenever T has quasi-eigenfunctions of arbitrarily large 
order. An example is given to show that this last result does 
not characterize such transformations.
In [1 3] and unpublished work by 'Walters, sup hA(T) was 
calculated for ergodic transformations. In Chapter II, §1, 
using the same method, we extend this result to show that the 
supreraura is always attained. We then deduce necessary and 
sufficient conditions for weak-mixing and 3trong-raixing in 
terms of sequence entropy, strengthening similar results in 
[1 5]. In §2, we use a construction in [5] to construct sets 
W of arbitrarily small measure such that {TrxM > i generates 
the full cr-algebra, where {T21^ }“ converges weakly to the 
identity. By combining this with the results of $1, we deduce 
the existence of a transformation T and a sequence A such 
that h^(T) is infinite and there exist subsequence generators 
for A with arbitrarily small entropy. This contrasts with the 
case A = {n}, where the existence of a generator with finite 
entropy implies the entropy of T i3 finite and is the infimum 
of the entropies of the generators.
In Chapter III, we consider the uniqueness problem for 
g-measures. It is not known if g-measures are unique in 
general. However, a sufficient condition for uniqueness in 
terms of the variation of log g has been given in [18], We 
construct examples to show this condition is not necessary 
for uniqueness.
1INTRODUCTION
This thesis is concerned with two areas of ergodic 
theory, namely sequence entropy and g-measures.
The sequence entropy h^(T) of an automorphism T of a 
Lebesque space with respect to a sequence of integers A was 
introduced as an isomorphism invariant by Kushnirenko in 
[l OJ . If A i3 the sequence {n} , then hA (T) is just "the usual 
entropy of T. In [1 0], Kushnirenko showed that sequence 
entropy did not reduce to the already known invariants of 
spectral isomorphism and entropy by giving an example of 
two spectrally isonorphic transformations with zero entropy 
but with different sequence entropies for the sequence {2n}.
In fact, it turns out that sequence entropy is only useful 
as an invariant when dealing with transformations with zero 
entropy, since Newton and Krug [l 2] showed that if the 
entropy is non-zero, then the sequence entropy depends only 
on the sequence and the entropy. Kushnirenko also showed 
that T has discrete spectrum if and only if h^(T) is zero 
for all sequences A. The concepts of eigenfunction and 
discrete spectrum can be generalized to those of quasi­
eigenfunction and quasi-discrete spectrum. Abramov [1] has 
classified transformations with quasi-discrete spectrum 
and shown that they have zero entropy. In view of Kushnirenko' 3 
result on discrete spectrum and sequence entropy, it is 
natural to ask which sequences give positive sequence entropy 
when T has quasi-discrete spectrum but not discrete spectrum.
In Chapter I, we first consider this question when T is an 
affine transformation on the torus and calculate the sequence 
entropies for certain types of sequences. This extends a 
result in [1 0] where the sequence entropy was calculated
for the sequence {2n }. When considering the general case, 
we use Abramov's classification of transformations with 
quasi- discrete spectrum as affine transformations of compact 
connected abelian groups. This enables a sequence of factor 
automorphisms on finite dimensional tori to be constructed 
and by considering these factor automorphisms we obtain 
sufficient conditions on the sequence for zero and non-zero 
sequence entropy. With a suitable restriction imposed on 
the sequence, we get a necessary and sufficient condition 
for zero sequence entropy which depends only on the sequence. 
Next, we determine a class of sequences for which h^(T) is 
infinite whenever T has q uasi-discrete spectrum but not 
discrete spectrum. Then we determine a class of sequences 
for which h^(T) is infinite whenever T has quasi-eigenfunctions 
of arbitrarily large order. This result does not characterize 
such transformations and we give an example where the quasi­
eigenfunctions of T are all of order either one or two, but 
h. (T) is infinite for this class of sequences.
In Chapter II, §1, we consider connections between
sequence entropy and the spectrum of an automorphism.
Kushnirenko' 3 result on sequence entropy and discrete
spectrum ha3 been extended by Pickel [1 3] and independently
in unpublished work by Walters to show that if T is ergodic
then sup h.(T) is log k for some integer k or infinite.
A A
Saleski [1 5] has shown that T is weak-mixing if and only if
sup hA(T, O  is H(£) for all partitions £ with finite 
A A
entropy, and strong-mixing, if and only if sup h^iT, £)BCA a
is
H(£) for all partitions £ with finite entropy and all 
increasing sequences A. We extend these results, using the
3some method as Pickel and Walters» to show that the
supremum3 are always attained. In §2, we consider
subsequence generators, that is, partitions £ such that
jTn£}n£u generates the full a-algebra 6, where N is a
given subsequence of the integers. Ellis and Eriedman [5]
have shown that for any ergodic translation on a compact
abelian group and any infinite subsequence of integers N
there is a set W of arbitrarily small measure such that
{TnWjn,-jj generates the full Qr-algebra. Their method applies
naturally to the setting of aperiodic automorphisms such 
nitnat T converges weakly to the identity for some 
subsequence jn^}, and in this case we use their method to 
prove the existence of arbitrarily small generators for the 
sequence {n^j. 3y combining this result with the results of 
|1, we deduce the existence of an automorphism f and a 
sequence A such that h^(T) is infinite and there exist 
subsequence generators for A with arbitrarily small entropy. 
This result is in marked contrast to the situation when A 
= {n}. In this case, the existence of a generator with 
finite entropy implies the entropy of T is finite and is 
the infimum of the entropies of the generators.
In Chapter III, we turn our attention to g-mea3ures,
which were studied by Keane in [9] . We i/ill consider the
case where T is a one-sided subshift of finite type. The
notion of g-raeasure occurs in statistical mechanics and
probability theory, g being a positive, continuous function
such that E g(y) = 1 for all x. In the context of 
y€T“1x
statistical mechanics, a g-measure is an equilibrium state 
for log g, that is, a T-invariant probability measure y. which
/ /
maximizes the quantity h^(T) + J log g dyu . Alternatively, 
if £ is the partition into points, T~^f is smaller than £ 
and each set in T“1£ consists of a finite number of points. 
Given any Borel probability measure yu, there is an essentially 
unique canonical system of conditional measures }c€IT—1f 
(see £1 4 » p.6]). These measures have the properties that each 
is a probability measure on C and they define a measurable 
function g^ix) = /4j-1Tx (x ) such that
ix f dfl = jx for a11 f G 1,1 W  *
A T-invariant probability measure yu is a g-measure if g^ = g. 
Ledrappier [11J has 3hown these definitions are equivalent.
It is natural to a3k whether or not g-measures are unique. 
Non-unique g-raeasures correspond to phase-transition in 
statistical mechanics and in the context of probability 
theory, it is equivalent to asking whether or not a canonical 
system of conditional measures for f'£ defined by a 
continuous function uniquely determines the corresponding 
measure. In general, the answer is not known. However, Halters 
[18] has given a sufficient condition for uniqueness in terms 
of the variation of log g. \Je 3how this condition is not 
necessary for uniqueness by constructing a class of functions 
which have unique g—measures but do not satisfy the condition.

6Lemma 1 .2 (see (j o] )
For any £» *2 £ Z and sequence A
|hA (T,e) - hA(T,r?)| * p(£,r?) .
Lemma 1.3 (see [10])
Let {£kJ be an increasing sequence of partitions in Z
such that = £• Then
k K
h.A (T) = lim bA (T,^k)
k-*co
for any sequence A.
Let {£n } be an increasing sequence of T-invariant partitions 
and {Tn } the corresponding factor automorphisms of T. If 
£n T £ then we write Tn f' T.
Lerana 1.4
Let A be any sequence and let T' be a factor automorphism 
of T. Then hA (T') < hA (T).
If {Tn{ is a sequence of factor automorphisms of T such 
that Tn f T , then hA (Tn ) f bA (T) .
The proof of Lemma 1.4 is the 3ame as that given in [14J for 
the case A = {n}.
If A = (*_} “i ia a sequence of integers, let t = sup |t.|.n n-i n 3
If N is a subsequence of the natural numbers N, Nn will 
denote the set N O  {l,...,nj.
IN IThe upper density of N is limsup 1 n 1 , and the density
n-*oo n
is lim iMn l if this limit exists.n-K» n
7§2. Quasi-disCrete spectrum
In this section, we give a brief account of the theory 
of automorphisms with qua3i-discrete spectrum. For a more 
detailed account and proofs of results stated here, see [l ].
Definitions 1.5
1 . The group G of quasi-eigenfunctions of T is defined 
inductively as follows.
G.| is the set of normalized eigenfunctions of T, that is, 
{f € L2(X) : H f | = 1 , fT = Af for some .
Having defined Gn> let
Gn+1 = {f £ L2(X) : Uf I = 1 » fT = gf for some g£Gn J.
Then G = U G.
n>1 n
2. An automorphism T has quasi- discrete spectrum if T is
2totally ergodic and G spans L (X).
It can be easily proved by induction that each Gn is
a group under pointwise multiplication, as is G, and that
Gn c; Gn+1 for all n. Also, it follows from the above
definition that either G = G „ = ... = G' for some n, orn n+l
Gn+^N Gn is non-empty for all n. In the first case, n(T) 
will denote the smallest integer n for which Gn " Gn+1 • 
otherwise we put n(T) = oo. The order of a quasi-eigenfunction 
f is the least integer n such that f £ Gn» If fT = gf then 
g is the quasi-eigenvalue corresponding to. f. The condition 
that T is totally ergodic is equivalent to the condition
8that G has no elements of finite order, apart from 1 , which 
in turn is equivalent to the condition that quasi­
eigenfunctions corresponding to different quasi-eigenvalues 
are orthogonal. Quasi-eigenfunctions corresponding to the 
same quasi-eigenvalue are multiples of each other, so if T 
has quasi—discrete spectrum then G contains an orthonormal 
basis for L (X). Automorphisms with quasi-discrete spectrum 
can be characterized as follows.
Theorem 1.6 (see [1])
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum. 
Then T is isomorphic to an affine transformation T' of a 
compact connected abelian group X', given by T(x) = S(x) + or 
where S is a group automorphism of X' and « £ X'. Moreover, 
under the isomorphism, G = K x P where K is the unit circle 
in (D and P is the character group of X' . If Y £ P then
Y £ Gn if and only if JT0(3 - l)n = 1 .
In general, if T is an affine transformation of a 
compact connected abelian group, then G £ K x T and if
Y is a character then Y € Gn if and only if /o(S - I)n = 1 
where 3 i3 the group automorphism part of T. Since the 
linear subspace generated by P is dense in L (X), in order 
to show that T has quasi-discrete spectrum, it is enough to 
show that T is totally ergodic and for each / £  P there 
exists n s\«5h that JTo(3 - I)n = 1.
The following two well-known results will come in useful 
for calculating sequence entropies.
{
/ / <
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum.
There exists a sequence of factor automorphisms {Tn J of T
such that T f T where T is an affine transformation of n n
a finite dimensional torus of the form Tn(x) = Sn (x) + <xn 
where is constant and Sn is represented by an integer 
matrix (a^) where a ^  = 0 for i <  j and a ^  = 1 .
Lemma 1.7
Proof. By Theorem 1.6, we may assume that T is an affine 
transformation of a compact connected abelian group X given 
by T(x)=S(x)+c* where S i3 a group automorphism of X. 
Let P = i/^ 1 »^2 »...} 1:1 e the character group of X. Then S
•it itinduces a map S : T — ► T given by S (if) = JeS . For each 
n, define Pn to be the smallest subgroup of T containing 
\Y\* • • • *Yn } which is completely invariant under S . Since 
for all J' € T there exists an r such that re(S - I)r = 1 , 
it follows that rn is finitely generated. Let be the 
largest subgroup of X such that ("^ (1^ ) = 1 • Then is
ythe character group of in an obvious way and hence
n
is a finite dimensional torus. Also, SI^ = ^  . Let
^(i^) denote the partition of X into Hn~cosets and let Tn
be the automorphism of X/„ given by Tn(x + H^) =
“n
S(x) + « + . Then Tn is a factor of T. Since fn f f »
it follows that £(Hn) T  £ » and hence Tn f T . The fact 
that the automorphisms T are of the required form follows 
from Lemma 2 in [l 7] .
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Lemma 1.8
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum 
such that n(T) >  n . Then the transformation on jRn/Zn 
given by (x1 ,x2, • • »xn) (xi+*» x2+Xj, . . , xR+ xn_1 ) mod 1 
is a factor of T for some a £ [0,1) .
Proof« Since T is totally ergodic, all eigenvalues have 
modulus 1 and are not roots of unity, and all quasi­
eigenfunctions map X into K, the unit circle in <E. Choose 
A € K and f1t...,f € L2(X) such that f  1 T = Af 1 and
fiT = for 2 < i «• n. Define a map j^ :X — *■ K11 by
0(x) = (f 1 (x), . .. ,fn(x)) . Since the functions f^ are 
measurable, $ is measurable. If T' iK11 — ► K11 is the map 
given by T'(z.j , . .. ,z ) = (Az1, z^Zg,..., zn_izn) » it is • 
clear tliat
T'0 = flT (D
n.The map <f> induces a measure on Kn given by ju(k) = m(^ JL) .. 
It follows from (1)’ that fji is T'-invariant, but since A is 
not a root of unity, T' is uniquely ergodic and so /j is 
Lebesgue measure. Hence, $ is measure-preserving and so T' 
is a factor of T.
S3. Transformations on the torus
11
Examples of automorphisms with quasi-discrete spectrum 
are affine transformations on the 2-toru3 given by the 
formula (x,y) i— » (x + <x, rx + y + p) mod 1 where r € Z$MO}, 
oc and p are constants and oc is irrational. In this case, 
n(T) = 2 .
Theorem 1.9
Let T be an affine transformation of R'/2Z~ given by 
T(x,y) = (x + <*, rx + y + p) mod 1 (r € Z5\{0} , cc and p 
constants), and let A *  {t } “ 1 be a sequence of integers.
(i) If tn/ tn_^  is bounded then h^(T) = limsup ^ log tQ .
n—co
(ii) If there exists a subsequence N of N with positive
upper density such that lim tn/ = c© , then
n-oo
n£N
h ^ ( T )  = co .
Proof. Let (k ^  2) denote the partition of 1R2/S52 into 
2k squares defined by the cycles {x = j/k}, }y = j/k}
n t.
(0 *; j < k-1). The boundaries of sets in T are
formed by cycles which are the images of {x = j/k}, {y = j/k}
under T for 1 < i < n . If two such cycles are the images 
t. t.
of T and T J where |t.| ^ |t.| then the number of times 
the cycles intersect is at most 2jrt^|. Since there are no
more than 2kn cycles, the number of intersections on any one
12
cycle is at mo3t 4knjr|tn . Therefore, the number of
n t.
edges of sets in T £k lying on any one cycle is at
most 4kn|r|tn , so the total number of edges is at most
2 2 «• n "fc •8k n |r|tn . Every set in rj? has at least one
edge and each edge belongs to two sets* so the number of
n ^ p ^
sets in iV 1 T £k is at most Ibk^n^lrl^ . Therefore,
Hiiti Tt;l5k) < log 16k2n2|r|tn
and so,
hA(T>£k) * limsup j  logn*-«ca
oo
for all k >  2. Since kY 2 4 k = € ,
hA (T) * linsup ^ log tn . (2)
n-*oo
p pFor a measurable set G in TR /E~, let Cy denote the set
{x £ TR/Z : (x,y) e C}.
n t.
If C £ 4k V (jY j T 14k) and y £ R/Z, then Cy is contained 
in at most
ItJ/ ti_1 + 1 + kn
r > ni=i
intervals of length
k |r |tn (taking tQ = 1). (3)
(Here and later, [x] denotes the integer part of x).
To prove this, note that (3) is true for n = 0 (taking the 
empty product to be 1).. Assume it is time for n-1 .

13
t n t .
We have C = T F n B for some F G and B € £k V (±V  T x£k),
n~i ritj/1, 1 + 1 + kLet I be one of the jr| TT — ------- i-J--------------i=i l k
t
intervals containing By. The set T F is bounded by two 
cycles {(x,y) G R /Z : y = rtnx + } and
p p A
{(x,y) G R /Z : y = rtnx + g + I for some constant A1. 
Therefore, (T nF)y is contained in a set of the form
jx G R/Z : A~ *i x — t—
^ k|rt
+ A-?} where A_ is a constant.
n 1
This set consists of intervals of length ---- -  and the
k rtn'
k—1distance between intervals is — --- . Therefore, if s is
k|i-tn l
the number of these intervals which intersect I then 
1 , 1
kirtn 1
Henc e,
(s + (s - 1)(k - 1) - 2)
tn-1 + ’ + k’
k|r|£ .1 ' n-1
x
Therefore, (T F) n I is contained in at mostw
*1-1 •*-1 - * intervals of length klr It
n-1
Since there are at most |r| n
i=i
i t±i/ \_i 1 +-
such I, (3) is proved. It follows from (3) that
m (C)
r1
L A ( c  ) dy (A is Lebesgue measure on
0 y [0 .1])
14
J_ ^  "\*±\/ *1-1 + 1 + k
kt 1=1 n
Therefore,
n t
H(4k V ( M  T iik)) ^  - log ffK K kt i=1n
If t / t 1 is bounded, choose k such that n n-i
hi I/ ii.-i + 1 + k‘
|t±|/ t±_1 + 1 +
(4)
= 1 for all i.
Then
hA CT.Ek>
Therefore, by (2),
hA m  .
linsup £ H(^k V (jV, T
n-ro
>  limsup £ log tn . 
n-*»
limsup - log tn 
n-*»
Alternatively, if N is a sequence with upper density <5 > 0
such that lim ^ / T , = o o » i t  follows from (4) that n' n— in£N
hA (T.Ek ) >
1 2 . / k V  ¥i-1 \lirasup — E log [ —--------------- 1
n - co n i=1 \ t±/ t ±_>1 +  1 + k /
n / k t±/ t±_1 y
=. log k + limsup 1 log ^t±/ ti_1 + 1 + k.n—CO
Por all i,
tJ  ti-1 ^  1
t^/ Ti_1 + 1 + k k + 3
15
and
lira
i-«co
i£ N
V  *1-1
, V  H-i * '
1
Therefore,
hA (T»4k) >  loS limsupn-KM
n " |N,n
n
= log — ——  + & log(k
k + 3
Taking the supremum over k gives h. (T) =
log --i--
k + 3
3) -
16
u .  Zero sequence entropy
In this section we consider arbitrary transformations 
with quasi-discrete spectrum and give conditions on the 
sequence for zero and non-zero sequence entropy.
Theorem 1.10
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-disCrete spectrum 
but not discrete spectrum and let A = {tn} be a sequence of 
integers. If there exists A >  1 such that tn/ tn_^  ^  A 
on a subsequence with positive upper density, then hA (T) >  0 .
Proof. Using Lemma 1.8, it is sufficient to prove the
2 < 2result when T is a transformation on IP. /2Z given by
T(x,y) = (x t- o, x + y) mod 1 . Fix k ^  4 and let be the
partition of 1R2/Z2 defined by the cycles {x = j/k}, {y = j/k}
(0 <i j < k-1 ). Using (4) in the proof of Theorem 1.9» we 
have
k
log k +
If t±/ Ti_1 <  k - 1 then
I | / ti_1 + 1 + k 1
k
and if TT./ t ._i ^  k - 1 , then
17
\tj\/ ti-1 + 1 + k' 
k
? V  *1-1
k
Therefore, if t / t ,| 2? A on a subsequence with upper
density 6 >  0 , we have
hA<T.ik) 1 n — klimsup - E log (minji^/ t±-1, #})n-K» i=1 J
^  & log (min{A, )
> 0
Therefore, hA (T) >  0 .
Theorem 1.11
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum
and let A = {tn } be a sequence of integers. If
limsup ^ log |t_| = 0 , then h.(T) = 0 .■. „ n n an-oa
Proof. In view of Lemmas 1.4 and 1.7 it is sufficient to 
prove the result when T is a transformation of the m-torus 
given by T(x) = S(x) + <* mod 1 where S is represented by 
the integer matrix ( a ^ ) such that a ^  = 0 for i <  j suid
a ^  = 1  for all i. Consider the map i: IRm — ► IRm given
by T(x) = §(x) + <* where 3: Rm — ► Rn i3 represented by
the matrix (a^j). The map 2 is invertible and is of the
1 _same form as 3, that is, if 3 = (a.y) then the numbers
ai;j are integers and a ^  = 0  for i <  j and a ^  = 1 for 
all i. Put M = max {|a;LJ|, |a±J |} .
18
For n ^  1 » S is represented by the matrix
( n m \
2 • • • 2 a • a • • • a • J j .
r«=1 r iri r-| r2' rn-1 ^
Since apq = 0 for p < q,
m m
2 .. .. 2 a •
r1=1 rn-1"’ ^
. .a.
rn-1 ^
= 0
for i <  j. For i ^  j ■
m n
2 ... 2 a
r1=1 rn-1=1 irr* rn-l3 i^r1>...^rn_1^ j 1 n-1J
(5)
Since aii = 1 for all i, any term in (5) can be written as
a product of s terms a where rk > rk+.j and
rkrk+1
0 ^ s < min {n, i-j (If s = 0, then i = d and
1 rn-1J
= 1 ). The number of ways of choosing s values
— I and for each suchof k such that rk >  rfc+1 is —
k there are les3 than m possible choices of ar rk k+1
Therefore, if n >  i-d
|i5r1>...^rv, &±r1 * rn-13
« V  ----^----
s=0 (n - s)|si
m2S „8
* n(n—1 ) « . .  (i-.j-t-1.) *2* — ( i z l l i ----  (m2M)s
(n-i+d) s=0 (i-d-s)J s!
< n1”*^ (1 + m2M)i_3
If n < i-j , then
E *; ss=0
n
(n - s)i si
=  (1 + m2M)n
Therefore, if 3n = (b^) (n ^  1 ), then
|bi;j| nm(1 + m2M)m for all i,j.
Similarily, if S~n = j) » then
I* | < nm( 1 + m2M)m for all i,j.
For n ^  1, let Cn = 2mnm(1 + m2M)m .
For n ^  1, we have
n is any integer, then TnE is contained in a cube of the 
form
T“(x) = 3”-(x) *
and
T~n(x) = r n(x) - r n(«) - ... - 3"1 («)
Therefore, if E is the unit cube jx £ R?1 : 0 < x^ < 1} and
( 6 )
Consider the partition (k ^  2) of IRm/Zm defined by the 
planes P±j = {x± = j/k}, 0 < j < k-1, 1 « i < m. The sets
20
in ^  T Ck are m-dimensional volumes and their boundaries
axe formed by the images of the planes P^j under T
t. t.
(1 *; i < n). Consider two such planes, T P and T JPrg 
say. V/e have
T (Ppq> “ * T ^ p q '
n «.
where 7T: ]Rm — > Rm/Zm is the natural projection and
i: JRm/E>m — > Em is the natural embedding. Similarily,
t, ^t.
T 3(Prs) = 7TT Ji(Pr3)
1
Hence, it follows from (6) that the number of times T 1P 
and T ^Pr3 intersect is at most (c jt.|C|t | ^  ^
pq
2m
Therefore, the number of intersections on any one plane is
p p p p_at most m k n (Or ) . Since every m-dimensional volume
n
needs at least one (m-1)-dimensional edge and each edge
n
belongs to two volumes, the number of sets in jVj T £k is
at most 2m2k2n2(Cr )2m . Therefore,*n
hA (T,£k) < limsup ^ log 2m2k2n2(C^ ),2m
n-K»
However,
2m —= limsup —^—  log t^
nr*oo
limsup - log |tn |
n-*oo
and so,
limsup —■ log T;.
n- n n
0
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OO
Therefore, hA (T,ik) = 0 • Since £k = £ hA (T) = 0 .
Theorem 1.12
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum 
but not discrete spectrum, and let A = {tn } be a sequence 
of integers such that T; / i  ^ is bounded. Then hA (T) = 0
if and only if lim t / t . = 1 for some subsequence_ n' n—in—oo
n$N
N with zero density.
Proof. V/e know that t_/ t_ . >  1 for all n, and so,----- n n—i
log t / t , is a bounded sequence of non-negative numbers, n n— l
Therefore,
1 — 1 n _limsup — log t = limsup — E log t^/ t. . = 0^ n n 11 4—1 j- j- in-*oo n-*oo i— i
if and only if lim t / t 1 = 1  for some subsequence N
n—oo ~
n£N
with zero density. Let T' : IR2/Z2 — * IR2/fc2 be a factor of 
T as in Lemma 1.8. If hA(T) = 0 , then hA (T*) = 0 , and
so, limsup — log t = 0 by Theorem 1.9(i). Conversely,n n 1
1 log t = 0 , then h.(T) = 0 by Theorem 1.11.n n a
n -c o
if limsup
n -o o
§5. Infinite sequence entropy
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 1,9(ii) 
and Lemma 1.8.
Theorem 1.13
If T is an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum 
but not discrete spectrum, and A = {tn} is a sequence of 
integers such that lim tn/ t ,j — CO for some subsequence
n -o o
n£N
N with positive upper density, then h^(T) = oo .
Theorem 1.14
Let T be an automorphism with quasi-discrete spectrum 
such that n(T) = oo , and let A = {tnJ be a sequence of 
integers such that tn/ t ,j ^  A for some X >  1 on a 
subsequence with positive upper density. Then h^(T) = oo .
Proof. Let T_: Rm/Zm — * lRm/Zn be a factor of T as in1 ■ ■■■ HI
Lemma 1.8. That is, Tffl(x) = S(x) + or where or€ JRm/Zm and 
S is given by the integer matrix (a^) where ai+1^  s* —
for 1 * i < m and = 0 otherwise. Then S_1 is represented
by the matrix (a^^) where ai+1>i = &±± -  ^ 811(1
a ^  = 0 otherwise. For n 1 , 3n is represented by the matrix
i» J
and if n < -1, the same holds with the a^^ is. replaced by a^j.
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In either case Sn = 0 for i <  j: Sj± = 1 and S,ni+1 ,i — n
(7)
Fix k ^  9. Let (1 < j «. ex) be the partition of Rm 
defined by the planes {x^  = i/k} (0* i «= k-1 ) and let
m n tj ax
5 = j^1 ^j  * Let  c e  € V  ( jV ,  T ^ )  . Then 0 = 0
•j ^
n
where Cj G £ V C C B where B G £, note that
on B, X~, depends onljr on coordinates x. where i < j. If 
°3 1
y G (j ^  2) and W G B, let W(y) denote the subset
n .W O {x : x± = y± , 1 i c j-2} where IT: Rm/Zm — >• R'VZ'5
denotes projection onto the first j coordinates. Then C^(y) 
is contained in at most
n
a
2|tJ/ t±_1 + 2 + k
rectangles of the form
B(y) O {b < x. . < b + f J”1 letn
(8)
To see this» note that (8) is true for n = 0 (taking tg = 1).
t
Assume it is true for n-1. We have = Tm F O E for some
n-.1 t.
F £  ^  and E € £ V £ j) • I* follows from (7) that
t
TmnF is bounded by the two planes
j-2 t
{x G IRra/Zm s xj = tnx;j_1 + E^  xr + X, }i
lx £ Km/Zm! Xj -■ + V  xr + X, 1
and
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where X1 is some constant. Therefore, (TmnF) (y) is bounded 
by two cycles
{x.j = tnxi_1 + X 2 nod 1 {
and
(xj = tnxj-1 + ^2 mod 1 I
t
for some constant X2 « Hence (TmnP)(y) consists of strips
whose width in the x.-direction is s- and width in theJ K
1x. ..-direction is
direction between strips is
and the distance in the x^ ._^ - 
k-1
k|tn l
. Let R be one of the
rectangles containing E. Then R has width —  » so if
ktn-1
t
s is the number of strips of (TmnF)(y) which intersect R, 
then
k t ((a - 1)k + 1 )n ‘ kt.n-1 k|tni
and so
2|^l/ *n-1 * 2 *
tnMoreover, the intersection of R and any strip of (Tm F)(y) 
is contained in a rectangle of the form
B(y) n  {b < x. . < b + }J"1 kt.
Therefore, since there are at most
n
n-1 2\t±\/ tl_1 + 2 + k
such R, (8) is proved
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It follows from (8) that (ifjli ^ i-l0 *) (y) is contained inJ * J «J
"2 |/T±_1 + 2 + kn
rectangles of the form
{b < x. 1 «; b + -3— }
ktn
-1Moreover, 77j_.| 7Tj_.|C ^ depends only on coordinates x^, i < j-1, 
and .jCj . Therefore, by repeated application of
Pubini's Theorem,
m(C) = \ (J X r dx1.. .dx_
j=1 Gj 1 111
r m
Jb JQ2 xr(nrlind_icJ) dxi***dxta
* Hr n
\kTn 1=1
21 tj lAj-1 + 2 + k m-t
Therefore,
n t
H(ç V (J; T iO) ^  -(m-1) log f[
ktn i=1
'2|ti |/t1_ i + 2  + k
= (m-1)^log ^ + Z^log - log
2 | t.|/ti_1 + 2 + k'
If <  k-2 » then
~2ltl |/ti_1 + 2 + k
and if 2ti/t._1 >  k-2 , then
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2lti|/ti_1 + 2 + k <k k
Therefore, if t /tn_.j ^  A. on a subsequence with positive
the supremum over m gives h^(T) =  OO •
Suppose T is an automorphism with qua3i-discrete spectrum 
but not discrete spectrum and A = {tn} i3 a sequence of
(otherwise h^(T) = 0 for al l such T). If n(T) = ©a , then 
hA (T) = oo by Theorem 1.14. On the other hand, if T is an 
affine transformation of a finite dimensional torus, then 
n(T) is finite and h^(T) is finite by the proof of Theorem 
1.11. However, in general, the converse does not hold, as 
the following example shows.
Proposition 1.15
Let T be the affine transformation of the infinite 
dimensional torus JJj 1R/Z such that T(x) = S(x) + <x where 
is irrational and oc^  = 0 for i ^  2, and S is defined
upper density 6 >  0, we have
>  (m-1 )6 log (min {X, g{)
Therefore, hA(Tm) ^  (m-1)6 log (min {À, g}) and taking
integers such that tn/tn_.j is bounded and tn/tn_^  ^  X 
for some A > 1 on a subsequence with positive upper density
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as follows.
and
(3x)1 = xt , (Sx)2 = x2 ,
(Sx)2i+1 = x2i+1 " x2i “
(3x)2i+2 = X2i+2 + X2i + for i ^  1.
Then T has quasi-discrete spectrum and n(T) = 2 . Moreover* 
if A = |
V T> -
{"fcjj} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.14» then
Proof. It is easily checked that T is totally ergodic and
p(S - I) = 0 . Hence, T has quasi-disCrete spectrum and 
n(T) = 2 . Let Tm be the factor automorphism of T on
lR2ra+2/5Z2ra+2 defined by Tm(x) = Sm(x) + (>m where
and Sm is represented by the matrix
1
0 1
- 1-1 1 
1 1 0  1 
- 1-1  1 
1 1 0  1.
o  \
0
Clearly, (Sm - I) = 0 , so
= ((3 - I) + I)nm ' m
= I + n(Sm - I) (9)
Fix k ^  9. We use the same notation as in the proof of
27
as follows.
(8x)1 = x1 , (Sx)2 = x2 ,
and (Sx^2i+1 = x2i+1 " x2i “
(3x)2i+2 = x2i+2 + x2i + for i ^  1.
Then T has quasi-discrete spectrum and n(T) = 2 . Moreover,
if A = |
hA m  =
{tn J satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.14, then
Proof. It is easily checked that T is totally ergodic and
2( S - I ) = 0 .  Hence, T has quasi-discrete spectrum and 
n(T) = 2 . Let Tm he the factor automorphism of T on
H 2ra+2/5Z2m‘f2 defined by Tm(x) = Sm(x) + 0«m wherem m
and Sm is represented by the matrix
1
0 1
- 1-1 1 
1 1 0  1 
- 1-1  1 
1 1 0  1.
0  \
0
- 1-1  1
1 1 0  1/
Clearly, (Sm - I) = 0 , so
s£ - «3m - «  + I)"
= I + - I) (9)
Fix k ^  9. We use the same notation as in the proof of
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n t .
Theorem 1.14 (with m replaced by 2m+2). Let C £ £ V (. V| Tm <g)
and let B £ 5 be auch that C C B . If j = 2i+1 for some 
1 «; i < m, then using (9) we can show in exactly the same
way as in the proof of Theorem 1.14 that (rr]_17Tj_1 C^ .) (y)
is contained in at most
pi ['2ltjl/^i-i + 2 + k~
¿1 L k
rectangles of the form
jb <■. x . . *. b + ---
Therefore!
m<°>  ^ i „ Jl.*CrdB lUl * > ta' • ' •dl2m+2
o n s h i i / t ^  + 2 +
If 'bn/^n_i ^  A >  1 on a subsequence with positive upper
density S >  0 , we may deduce, as in the proof of Theorem 
1.14, that
W  > W « >
^  m <5 log (min (X, g})
Taking the supremum over m gives h^(T) = 00 •
Finally in this chapter, we note that the results of
this section and section 3 give examples of spectrally 
isomorphic automorphisms with the same entropy but different 
sequence entropies. For example, let a  £ (0,1) be irrational 
and let T1 : R 2/fe2 — *JR2/Z2 and T2: 1R3/Z3 — »• IR3/fc3 be 
defined by
Ti(y) - (! °){y) * (o) — '
and
/1 0 0 
1 1 0  
\ 0 1 1, /of \+ I 0 ] mod 1\0j
Both and T2 have quasi-discrete spectrum but not discrete 
spectrum and all such transformations have countable Lebesgue 
spectrum in the orthogonal complement of the subspace 
generated by the eigenfunctions (see [l]). Moreover, T.j and 
T2 have the same eigenvalues and so they are spectrally 
isomorphic. Also, they both have zero entropy, but if A = {2nj 
then hA (T1) = log 2 by Theorem 1.9(1)» whereas it follows 
from the proof of Theorem 1.14 that h^(T2^  ^  2 log 2 *
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CHAPTER II
SEQUENCE ENTROPY AND SUBSEQUENCE GENERATORS
Throughout this chapter, T is an automorphism of a 
Lebesgue space (X,£,m). We will use the definitions, results 
and notation of Chapter I, §1.
|1. Sequence entropy and spectrum
Let Jf(T) be the T-invariant partition of X generated 
by the eigenfunctions of T. In other words, J'(T) is the 
maximum partition such that the factor automorphism T ^ ^
on X//(T) has discrete spectrum. The next result strengthens 
a similar result proved by Pickel [l 3] and independently by 
Walters. The proof uses the sane method.
Theorem 2.1
There exists an increasing sequence of natural numbers 
A = {tn} n“ .j such that
hA(T,£) = H($)
for all £ € Z which are independent of JT(T).
Proof. Let Z' denote the set of partitions in Z which are 
independent of J'(T). Then Z' is separable and so we may 
choose a countable, dense subset of finite
partitions in Z1. If E G , then
X, _ m(E) € L2(X) ©  L2(^(T)) .
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Therefore, for all B € fi,
lim m(TnE n B) = m(E)m(B) (1)
n-oo
ntlr
where N is a subsequence of zero density depending on E and 
B. We define an increasing sequence A = such that
H(T % j £ i 1 T % k) ^  H(5k) - 2“n
for all n >  2, 1 < k < n . Let t^  be any positive integer 
and suppose t^,...,t have been defined. Since 4k is finite 
for each k, using (1) we may choose tn+1 such that tn+1 >  tn 
and
|log m(T n+1E O  B) - log m(E)m(B)| <  2“ n^+1 *
n t .
for all E € <£k , B G ^  T ^  (1 < k « n+1). Then
ff(Ttn+1£ =  YL -m(Ttn+1E n B) log ^ g- ^  P n B) K 1-1 * E,B m(B)
=  £  m(Ttn+1E n  B) (log m(B) - log m i T ^ ^ E  O B))
E,B
^  Y  m(Ttn+1E O  B) (log m(B) - log m(E)ra(B) - 2“*n+1 *) 
E,B
= [H —m(T^n+1E O B )  log m(E)] - 2“ n^+1 ^
'E,B '
= ( E  -rn(E) log b (E)) - 2~(n+1)
E
= H(5k) - 2-<n+1>
{
Fix k. Then for n >  k
k t., 
H(V, I
n t. i-1 t.
2 H(T T J^k )
j=k+1 K J_1 K
1c "fc oo
Ss H(,v T iik) + (n-k)H(Sk) - Z 2“ 
1-1 * * i=k+1
Therefore,
V T'{k> J. lteup (l HtjV, * % * )  * iS^l H(i ) - i £ 2-i)
n^ oo ' i=k+1 /
= H « k) .
Now let £, be any partition in Z’ . Given 6 >  0 , choose £k 
such that ¿>(£,<(;k) < £ . Then, by lemma 1.2,
hA (T,$) ^  hA(T,ik) - 6
^  H(§) - 2c3
Since S is arbitrary, hA(T,^) > H(^) and since hA (T,§) 
< H(f) for any £ £ Z, it follows that
hA(T,$) = H(?) for all £ €  Z* .
let T be ergodic. Then we may write T as a skew product 
(x,y) — * (Ty^x, T^y) on X/i'(T) x M (see [2*]). Since T
is ergodic, either M consists of k atoms of measure ^  , or
M is continuous. Pickel [1 3.] and Walters have shown that
sup h.(T) is log k in the first case and infinite in the 
A A
second. When M consists of atoms, it is clear from their 
proof that the supremum is always attained, so we will only
consider the case when M is continuous and use Theorem 2.1 
to show the supremum is attained in this case also.
Theorem 2.2
If T is ergodic and M i3 continuous, there exists an 
increasing sequence of natural numbers A such that hA (T)
=  CO •
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, there exists an increasing sequence 
of natural numbers A such that h^(T, 4) = H(£) for all f € 
independent of /(T). Since M is continuous, for any k we may 
choose a partition C of H consisting of k sets of measure ^ 
Put 4 = X//(T) x 5 . Then E, is independent of ¿'(T) and 
H(£) = log k . Therefore, hA (T,£) = log k . Taking the 
supreraum over k gives h. (T) = «> .
By definition, T is weak-mixing if
1 n“1 -5lim S |m(T-1B O C) - m(B)m(C)| = 0
n-*oo i=0
for all Bp C € 6 . The next result extends Saleski's result 
on weak-mixing and sequence entropy [1 5.1 *
Theorem 2.3
T is weak-mixing if and only if there exists an 
increasing sequence of natural numbers A such that 
hA (T,5) = H(4) for all £ € Z.
Proof. If T is weak-mixing, /'(T) is trivial. Hence, all 
partitions are independent of i'(T) and the result follows
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from Theorem 2.1. Conversely, if T is not weak-mixing, there 
exists a non-trivial ? G Z such that § < ¿'(T) . Then 
H(£) >  0 , but it follows from Kushnirenko' s result on 
sequence entropy and discrete spectrum ([1 o], Theorem 4) 
that hA(T,€) = 0 for all A.
By definition, T is strong-mixing if
lira m(T“nB n C) = n(B)m(C) for all B, C G 8
n —oo (1')
Saleski [1 5] has shown that T is strong-mixing if and only 
if for every increasing sequence A and € £ Z,
sup h.„(T,£) = H(£) .
BCA B
If T is 3trong-mixing, we can replace (1 ) in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 by the stronger condition (1 *). Then, given any 
infinite sequence A, we may construct in a similar way a 
subsequence B C. A such that hg(T,£) = H(?) for all £ G Z. 
Conversely, if T is not strong-mixing, it follows immediately 
from Saleski's result that such a subsequence does not exist 
for all A. Hence, we have the following improved version of 
Saleski's result.
Theorem 2.4
T is strong-mixing if and only if given any infinite 
sequence A, there exists a subsequence B C A such that
hg(T,0 = H(?) for all i £ Z.
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§2. Subsequence generators
Definition 2.5
If N is an infinite set of integers, then a partition
£ is an N-generator of T if V  Tn £ = £ or, equivalently,
n£N
U Tn ? generates fl.
n£N
If we take N = Z, we have the usual definition of a two- 
sided generator.
Theorem 2.6 (see [4])
Let T be an aperiodic automorphism. For every infinite
set of integers N and t >  0, there exists a set BGfl such
that m(B) <  H and U TnB = X .
n€N
niMe will be interested in automorphisms T such that T 
converges to the identity in the space of automorphisms of 
(X,4B,m) with the weak topology for some infinite sequence
niof integers {ni}. In other words, m(T BAB) — *0 as n -* c© 
for all B £ £. (BAG denotes the symmetric difference 
(B U C) n (B O  C)). Such transformations were studied in [1 6] . 
Note that if we identify sets whose symmetric difference is 
zero, £ is a complete metric space with metric d defined by 
d(B,C) = m(BAC) and if A  is a dense subset ofifthen A 
generates JB0
Lemma 2.7
n.If T converges weakly to the identity, there exists a 
countable, dense, T-invariant sub-algebra in £.
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niProof. It is well-known that if T — > I weakly, then
h(T) = 0 (see [16]) and therefore, T has a two-sided 
generator £ with finite entropy. Hence, £ is countable 
• . oo n .
(mod 0) and so, U (.V T1?) is a countable, dense, T- 
n=0 n
invariant sub-algebra.
Lemma 2.8
Let A be a countable, dense, T-invariant sub-algebra of 
B and let {n^} be a sequence of integers such that
oo n .  oo n .lim m( U T XB n T n) = 0
k-K» i=k i=k
for all B € A. Then given B €. A  and £ >  0, there exists 
D € At 3uch that m(D) <  € and
oo n .
m(B A  U T 1D) <  6
i=1
Proof. Given B £ A  and E >  0, choose k such that
oo n 
m( U T
. oo n .
XB x O T 1B) < eAi=k i=k *fr
oo n .
m( U T XP) >  1 - e 
i=1
Choose F € A such that m(P) <  A and
oo n. oo n.
Put C = B n P . Then U T C C U T B .
i=k i=k
Therefore,
°° n. n. cm( U T *0 ^ T *B) < 4
i=k
and so,
00 n i  n i ,  Pm( U T G X T B) < ■§
i=1
(2)
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co n .
( U T C)c C 
i=1
Also,
co n . oo n -
( U T 1(?NC)) U ( U T F) 
i=1 i=1
k—1 n , oo n. oo n.
= ( U T ^(F'C)) U ( U T ^(P'C)) U ( U T ^T)0
i=1 XII•H i=1
k-1 n^
C 
8
** bT o N—*
co n.
c U T F U U ( U T 7 )
i=1 i=k i=1
Now
k- 1  n. e
m( U T 1 F) < 3
1=1 a
ra((U Tn±P)C) <  |
i=1
and
nir °o n. cra(T kB O U T Bc) <  4
i=k *
Therefore,
(3)
Combining (2) and (3) gives
£ .
Hence, ~nkT C is the required set.
Theorem 2»9
Let } be an infinite sequence of integers such that
T  ^converges weakly to the id entity <> For every 5 >  0, there
n.
exists W € 6 such that m(W) < t and {T W } ^  generates &.
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Also,
c° n .
( U T 1C)C C 
i=1
CO I I  . o o
( U T (?'C)) U ( U T 1P)C 
i=1 i=1
Now
and
m( U T XP) <  |
i=1 u
ra(( U Tn±P)C) < |
i=1
nir 00 nra(T KB n U T Bc) 
i=k
< E4
Therefore,
(3)
Combining (2) and (3) gives
e .
Hence, C is the required set.
Theorem 2.9
Let {n±} ±“ 1 be an infinite sequence of integers such that 
Tn± converges weakly to the identity. For every f >  0, there 
exists W € 8 such that m(W) < l and {T *1*}^ generates S .
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Proof. Let *4 = {B ! co., be a countable, dense, T-invariant 11 * r r=i
sub-algebra of &. For each k, choose! i^ such that
n. n. 
m(T iBr A  T JBr) < 2-k
for all i,d ^  ik , 1 %. r k . Put tk = n,
K xk
. Then
t, t, 
m(T XB A T JB ) <
AJlOJ (4)
for all i, j ^  k , 1 ^ r < k .  Now fix Br. For k ^  r,
and
CO t j; u t ■i=k
t^
i=k
Hence, for each Br,
i=k
< m(Bp) +
OO
E
i=k+1
= m(Br) + 2’k
• m(Br) -
OO
E 2 
i=k-t-1
m(Br) - 2"k
T Br) * 2-k+1
,-i
-i
for all k >  r.
Therefore,
lim m( U T "*3 A  O T % )  = 0 for all B €>4.
k-*oo i=k i=k , „
(5)
Let {A±} *>e an indexing of elements of A  such that each
element occurs infinitely often. Fix £ >  0. Define inductively 
sequences {C^ Jfel» D^k^k=1’ { } k= 1 S A  and sequences {Pki »
q^k^k=1* r^k^k=1 of inteeer3 a3 follow3* Let Gy = 0 .
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Given Ck* using (5) and Lemma 2.8, choose Pk ^  rk-1 (or 
pk >  0 if k = 1) and Dk € A such that
co t . oo t • _ r -m( U  T 1C, x O T C,_) <  2 £ (6),
-P k  k - P k
m(Dk) <  2—k'' 1* k f (7)
and
<  2"k“1£ . (8)
Using Lemma 2.8 again, choose qk >  pk such that
9Y, V  „ 
m(Ak A  u T T^)
i = pk
<  2“k£ (9)
and
OO "fc . OO " t  • L - .
m( U t \  \  n  T TJ^) <  2 k£ (10)
- * k  — Ik
Choose ^  £ A  such that
m(Ek) <  2_k_1qk1£ ( 11)
and
A  U T ^ )  <  2-k_1 £ (12)
Choose rk >  qk such that
ra(Al A  U151 Tt;lEk) <  2~k£ 0 3 )
i=qk
Put Ck+1 = (Ck U Dk) v Ek .
dk
co oo
Let W = U ( n C, ) . Then 
d=1 k=j *
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m(W) i  2 ia(Dv ) <  2 2“k“ V  <  4
k=1 k=1
and {T w}^“i generates -4. To see this, let
Ik rkU T W v n T W
i=Pk i=qk
Note that
qk °° qk "t-s qk "t.«U* T Tl ^ U ( ÛK T ) Ç IT T TI
1=plc ^ j=k'i=pk‘ i=Pv
and
00 b. 00 -i 1 1m( U ( T ^E,)) <  qk 2 2“J_1qT1£
d=k i=pk 3 K j=k J
by (11). Therefore,
m(Ak >■ T ‘Hi) <  m(Ak x T 1Dk) + 2-k£
i=Pk i=Pi.pk
<  2“k+1£ ( H )
Also, E, ^ U D. Ç Wc . Therefore, (7) and (11) imply 
K j=k+1 J
m rk tit1* m J-T.(Ajn ( n T w) ) « m(Ak) - m(Ak O ( U T " ( L v  U D,
i=q,. i=q,_ j=k+1 J
)))
* m(Ak) + m( Uk ( U T^,)) - m(Ak n ( 5 e T^I^) )
i=qt j=k+1 i=qi
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< ra( A, ) + r, Z 2“3_1p.V - m(A,.) + 2*e
k k j=k+1 J
<  2“k+1f (15)
It follows from (14) and (15) that
m(Ak^ Fk) * m(Ak n U151 T^W) + m(Ak O ( Ok ^S/))
i=pk i=<1k
<  2“k+2 f (16)
V/e have W C Cv U D. U ( U H.) . Therefore, it follows 
K K j=k+1 3
that
“(Fk v Ak) «£ ra( ( ^  Tt;LCk V nk T^1’./) s Ak) + m( ( 3* T*3^ )  \ A j
i=pk 1=11, i=Pi
+- m(( Uk ( U T Dj)hAk)
i=Pk J=k+1
V/e have
m(( ^  Tt;LDk)N Ak) <  2“k5
i=pk
by (9) and
9 .1,  ° °  t  .  OO _  J  _ 4  4
m(( ( U T <  qk E 2 3 V
i=Pk j=k+1 j=k+1
< 2-k-1f
WJ
by (7). Also, since C. n U E. £ W , it follows from (6),
K j=k 3
(11) and (1 3 ) that
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q. t. r, t. 
r a (  ( UK T XCk v O T W) x Ak)
i=Pk i=C1k
, <lk rk t.*; m ( U s T 1C1_ X n K T C,) + m(( nK T c. X  nK T H'O x A. )
i--.pk i=ik i ^ k  ^ k
I* OO "t
<  2“kE + ra(( Uk ( U T XE.))
i=qk j=k 3 N A k )XV
. r, t .
<  2“K£ + m( U T x Ak)
i=qk
r, 00 t.
+ m( LT ( U T E.)) 
i=qk j=k+1 3
—V — 00 —i —1 —1<  2 £ + 2 £ + rv S 2 J q. £
K j=k+1 3
<  3.2“kf 
Hence,
m(?k v A k> <  5.2“k£
Therefore, using (16), we have
m(Ak A P k) <  9.2“k£ (17)
Since each B € A  occurs infinitely often in the sequence {AjJ , 
it follows from (17) that each 3 £ -A can he approximated 
arbitrarily closely by a set generated by {T .
ti
Therefore, since >( is dense in 3, it follows that {T 
generates Bi hence, so does {T
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It is well known that if there exists a (two-sided) 
generator i C Z of T, then h(T) is finite and h(T) = h(T,£). 
Moreover» h(?) is the infimum of the entropies of all 
generators of T. The next result shows that none of this 
holds for arbitrary sequences.
Theorem 2.10
There exists a weak-mixing automorphism T and an 
increasing sequence of natural numbers A such that h^(T) = oo 
hA (T»£) = H(£) for all £ € Z and, given any £ >  0, there 
exists an A-generator 5 such that H(C) <  £ .
Proof. Let T be a weak-mixing automorphism such that T**1 
converges weakly to the identity for some increasing sequence 
of natural numbers N = • (Such automorphisms exist;
see [16]). By Theorem 2.3» there exists an increasing sequence 
of natural numbers J = {j ^ s u c h  that
hj(T,0 = H(£) for all 5 € Z.
Now choose a subsequence K = {k^ of N so that k^ > •
Put A = J U K and index the elements so that A is an
increasing sequence. Note that J(n) C Ain-h^ n**]) where 
J(n) denotes the first n terms of the sequence J. If if £ fi,
let = {W,WC} . Then for any £ > 0, there exists & >  0
such that
m(W) <  6 s=> H(£w) < £ .
kiSince K C N , T converges weakly to the identity. Therefore, 
by Theorem 2.9» there exists W € R such that H(£v) <  £ and
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i w is a K-generator of T and, therefore, an A-generator of T. 
Since J(n) C A(n+ [n4] ) ,
1
n+fri*]
1
n+ [nv*] H( V T1^)i£J (n)
for any £ £ Z and so,
hA (T,£) > limsup
n-K»
1
n+ [n4] h( y .i£J(n)T1*)
= hj(T,0
= H(5) .
Therefore,
hA (T,$) = H(£) for all £ £ Z.
Since T is weak—mixing, m is a continuous measure and so we 
may choose ? £ Z with arbitrarily large entropy. Therefore, 
it follows that hA (T) = oo
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? w is a K-generator of T and, therefore, an A-generator of T. 
Since J(n) £ A(n+ [n*] ) ,
1
n+ in*4] H< y , , . , ! 1!)i€A(n+ [n4] ) 5?
1
n+ in*)
H( V T1«)
i€J (n)
for any £ £ Z and so»
hA (T,£) > limsup
n-wo
1
n+ [n4]
H( V
i€J(n)
= hj(T,0
= H(£) .
Therefore,
hA (T,$) = H(£) for all l € Z.
Since T ia weak—mixing, m is a continuous measure and so we 
may choose 5 € Z with arbitrarily large entropy. Therefore, 
it follows that hA (T) = oo .
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CHAPTER III 
g—MEASURES
$1. General results and definitions
In this chapter, we consider the following set up»
Let S be a finite set {0,...,n-1} with the discrete topology.
OO
let X = n  3 . X is given the product topology. With this 
i=0
topology, X is a compact metric space with metric d defined 
by d(x,y) = 1/(k+1) where k is the largest integer such 
that xi = yi for all i < k. Let T be the shift on X, that 
is, (Tx)i = xi+1 . Then T is continuous. If A is an n x n 
matrix whose entries are zeros and ones, then X^ denotes the
closed, T-invariant subset {x £ X : A = 1  for all i}.
xixi+1
If T^ denotes T restricted to X^, then T^ is said to be the 
one-sided subshift of finite type defined by the transition 
matrix A. We assume that no row of A is zero or else we could 
consider a smaller set 3. By definition, TA is topologically 
mixing if for all non-empty open sets U,V there exists N such 
that for all i >  N, T ^ U  O 7 * 0 . Clearly, this is 
equivalent to the condition AM has all entries positive for 
some M >  0.
Prom now on, we will write T,X instead of TA »X^ •
If f e C(X), let vark (f) = sup{ |f (x)-f(y) | : d(x,y)
Note that vark(f) — ► 0 as k •» »  . Let 6 denote the Borel 
o--algebra of X, M(X) the set of Borel probability measures 
on X and M(T) the T-invariant members of M(X). Then M(X) is 
a convex, compact set in the weak ♦—topology and M(T) is a
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closed, convex subset of I<1(X).
Definition 3.1
Let <P G C(X). Then pt € M(T) is an equilibrium state for
0 if
hii(T) + u{(p) =  sup {la (T) + m(0)l
n£M(T) 111
where h^ ,(T) denotes the entropy of T relative to fi, and 
fA(fp) denotes 0dyu .
let PT: C(X) — > B  U {■+*»} denote the pressure of T» 
which was defined in the most general context for continuous 
transformations on compact metric spaces by Walters in [19]. 
The pressure satisfies the following variational principle.
Pm(0) = sup {^(T) + m(0)}
. T n£M(T) ^
This gives an alternative definition of an equilibrium state 
for 0 as a measure jn £ M(T) such that
PT(0) = h^T) + yu(0)
Note that when T is a one-sided subshift of finite type, the 
supremum in Definition 3.1» and therefore P^,(0), is finite 
for all 0, since h^T) i3 bounded by the topological entropy 
which is at most log|3| .
Definition 3.2
If 0 € C(X), the Ruelle operator £$ on C(X) is defined 
by
= YL e ^ y^f (y)
y€T“1x<V)(x)
(f € C(X) ) .
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Let £ = {g £ C(X) : g >  0 and 1 g(y) = 1 for all r}
y€T~ x
Theorem 3.3 (see [ll])
Let g £ $ and fj £ M(X). The following are equivalent.
(i) is an equilibrium state for log g .
(ii) jj £ M(T) and
B^ i(f |T“1fi) (x) = JZ g(y)f(y) a.e. (jj)
y£T“1Tx
for all f € L1 (/x).
(iii) og ^ (j£og g denotes the dual of ¿log g>
Definition 3.4
Let g £ Then ^  £ K(X) is a g-measure if /A satisfies 
the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.3.
Note that if g £ ^, then IIXlog gf I * IIf I for all f € 
C(X). Also, ¿ lQg 1 = 1 and so g maps M(X) into itself.
Therefore, it i3 an easy consequence of the Shauder— Tychonoff 
Theorem [3» p.456] and (iii) of Theorem 3.3 that each g € ^  
has at least one g—measure. The following result gives a- 
sufficient condition for the g-measure to be unique.
Theorem 3.5 (see [18])
Let T be a topologically nixing one-sided subshift of 
finite type and let g € $. If ~ var, (log g) <  ~ , then g
ks=0
has a unique g-measure.
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§2. Examples of unique g-mea3ure3
In this section, we construct a class of functions which 
have unique g-measures, but do not satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3»5. The construction is similar to that of the 
Fisher model [7] and also that used by Hofbauer in [8j .
We put X = fj {0,1 } and take T to be the full shift.
i=0
For n >  1 , let XQ = {x £ X : x± = 0 for 0«ii«;n and xQ = 1 } 
and X0 = {x € X : xQ = 1} . The Xn' s together with the 
point (000...) form a partition of X.
Define g £ £ as follows. Let {an}n~1 be any decreasing 
sequence of real numbers such that 0 < an <  1 for all n
and a — > a as n -* 00 where 0 < a <  1 . If x. = 0 for alln -*■
i, then g(x) = a . If x £ Xn for some n 5* 1 , then g(x) = aQ 
and if x £ XQ, then g(x) = 1 - g(0x,|X2...) .
Theorem 3.6
Let g € £ be defined as above. Then g has a unique 
g-measure.
Proof. First, we introduce some notation. If yo^^n-l
is a finite sequence of zeros and ones and x £ X, then
(y0-««yn_ix) denotes z £ X where zi = yi for 0 < i < n-1
and z± = x±_n for 1 >  n. If y € {0,1}, yk denotes the
finite sequence consisting of y repeated k times. We write
t instead of JL „  „ .TLog g
It is enough to prove that for all f £ C(X),
Xnf (x) — ► c as n -• 00 for all x £ X (1 )
where c is a constant depending on f. To see this, let fA
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be any g-meaaure. Then ¿i(/nf) = ^ (f) by (iii) of Theorem 
3.5. So, using (1) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
we have y(f) = c and hence y  is uniquely defined.
To prove (1), we may assume f is the characteristic 
function of a cylinder set
since/such functions are dense in C(X) and jC is a bounded 
linear operator. Then
3uppose w^ = 1 for some i. Choose i, O * i < k-1, such that 
wi = 1 and Wj = 0 for i < j ^ k-1 . Then if 0 < 3 <  i , 
g(wj..wk_1y0..yn_1x) does not depend on yQ,...»yn_i or x. 
i-1
Put n g U r .wk_1y0..yn_ix) - A . (If i = 0, take the 
d —0
empty product to be 1 ). Then
VJ XI— •
= A H  (giyo-yn.^).•g(yn_1x)(1 - g(ok''iy0--yn_1x)). 
yo»**,yn -i
[w0...wk-1] = { x £ X : x jL = wi , 0 ^ i ' i  k-1 }
y€T-(n+k>I
k * ‘
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= X(.£n+k- i “1X 1(x) -  / n+k~i ^ ( x ) )
where X  ^ i s  the ch a ra c te r is t ic  function  o f or 1
i f  i  = k—1 , and X^ i s  the c h a ra c te r is t ic  function  o f [ok”:k] .
I t  fo llo w s, therefore, that i t  i s  s u f f ic ie n t  to consider
-the case when f  i s  the c h a ra c te r is t ic  function  of [ok] (k ^  1).
Note that i f  x ,y  G Xk (k 3» 0), then / nf(x )  = £nf (y )  
fo r  a l l  n ^  1 . Bearing th is  in  mind, we w i l l  w rite jC^f (1) » 
jCnf(0 k1 ) instead of ¿ " f O x ) ,  X nf (0 k 1x). For n >  1 and x G X,
¿ n+kf (x )  = ( n  s ^ x m x ^ o H x )  -  A d ) )
i=1
+ nE1 m 1g(o ^ x )) ( ¿ k+ i‘ 1 f  ( 1 ) -  x k+if  (1 >)
. 1=1 3=1
+ jfn+k“1 f (1) (2)
To see th is ,  consider f i r s t  the case n = 1 . Then
¿ k+1f(x )  = g (0 x ) ikf(0 x ) + (1 -  g(0x))jCkf(1 )
= g iO x M X ^ iO x ) - ¿ * * ( 1 ) )  +J£kf(1 ) .
So (2) holds fo r  n = 1. Now suppose (2) holds fo r  n-1 .
/ n+kf (x )  = g(0x)jCn+k”1 f(Ox) + (1 -  g (0 x ) )rn+k- 1f(1 )
= g (0 x ) ( fn+k“1f(0 x ) - ¿ n+k" 1f (1 ) )  +jCn+k“1f(1 )
= g(0x) f  r i1g (0 i+1x )(X kf (0 nx) -  j£kf ( i ) )
(. i=1
+ nE2(n’rfi«(°3+1x))Wk+i’1f(1) “
i=1 3=1
+ / n+k-2f (1 )  _ ¿n+k-1f ( 1 ) J + ¿n+k-1f ( l )
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l
*
eio^U^ticPx) - A ( D )i=1
+ ns2( n lg(o;)x))(/k+i-1f(i) - /k+if(1 ))
±=i j=i
+ g(Ox)(«£n+k~2f(l) - ¿n+k-1f(1)) + / n+k_1f(1)
+ nz \ nne(ojx))(/k+i"1f(D - ¿ k+if(D) + r n+k"1f(1)i=1 j=1
This proves (2). Choose 6 such that 0 <  6 <  1 and g < •
Then
K n g ( o ix))akf(onx) - ¿kf(D)i * sn
i=1
— >• 0 as n — oa.
Therefore, it is enough to show j£n+kf (1 ) converges as n 
since then, given any £ >  0, we may choose N such that
n N =» E 61 < £i=n
and |/k+n-1f(1) - / k+nf(1)| <  f .
Then if n >  2N,
inE1 (nn g ( o 3x))«k+i-1f(o -i=1 j=1
< e «s11”1 lxk+i"1 f (1) - z k+ir(i) I
i=1
+ E sn-i|^k+i-1f(i) _ j^+ifO)! 
i=N+1
1
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n «(o^ xx^ ctfSc) - /kf(D)
i=1
+ ni2( n lg(o;ix))(/k+i-'1f(i) - / k+if(D)
±=i j=i
+ g(Ox) (/n+k“2f ( 1 ) — <£n+k~1 f ( 1 ) ) + /n+k"1f(1)
n g C o ^ X / M o “* )  -  Xkf ( D )
1=1
+ V u ^ o ^ x n a ^ ^ f O )  - /k+if(i)) + r n+k_1f(i)
i=1 j=1
This proves (2). Choose 6 such that 0 <  i <  1 and g < & . 
Then
|( ( I  g(O i x ) ) U kf(O nx) -  Xkf(1 ))|  < s n
i=1
— ► 0 as n — ccl.
Therefore, it is enough to show j£n+kf (1) converges as n -* oo, 
since then, given any £ >  0, we may choose N such that
n ^  N =*
and
oo .
Z S 1 <  €
i=n
|/k+n" 1 f ( 1) - J f k+nf(1 )|  <  f  .
Then if n ^  2N,
ln21(nrfg(o;jx))ak+i"1f(i) - ¿k+1*<i))l 
i=i d=i
< ? i11“1 |/k+i-1 f (1) - ¿ k+ir (1)1
i=1
+ z s n- i |/k+i" 1f ( D
i=N+1
I
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CO . c o  .
«; Z &x + £ Z i
i=N i=1
< (1 + z S ^ e
i=1
and so
l/n+kf(X) - ^ n+kf(Di 0 as n —  oo for all x € X.
Using (2), we have
¿ n+kf ( 1 )  = n a i ( ; kf ( 0 n1) -  A ( 1 ) >
i=1
+ nE1 nffaH(/k+i“1f(D - X k+if(D) + / l+k"1f(D
i=1 j=1 j
n a A « ) “!) + ( n 1a:L - f i a . i A O )
i=1 1  i=1 1  i=1
n-2 n-1
♦ ( n“n “a 4 -  TT'a,)2 k+1f ( 1 ) +•••+ ( 1  - a ,  )/n+lt" 1 f  ( 1 )i=1 1 i=1 1
n-1 n
If we put cr1 = (1-a.,) » = ]”T ^  - TT ai (n ^  2) andi— 1 i—1
P n = T T a ^ f ^ l  ) , then orn >  0 , fin >  O (n>1),
n+k-1.
o o  OO
£ <x\ =* 1 , Z A <  oo and 
n=1 n n=V n
/ n+kf(1)
= + «’1/n+k"*1f (1) + c*2Xn+k~2f ( 1 )  +• • • + o ^ J ^ O  )
Therefore, by the Renewal Theorem [5» p.33o3 » / ^ O )
converges. This completes the proof»
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Note that vark(log g) = log ak/a for k ^  1. So, clearly
OO
we may choose {a } so that Z varv(log g) is infinite, but 
n k=0 *
g has a unique g-raeaaure. Indeed, we may choose {anJ so that 
vark(log g) converges as slowly as we like, 3 0, clearly, the 
uniqueness of g-measures does not depend solely on the rate 
of convergence of vark (log g).
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